SERVICE BULLETIN no. 02/01/2013
Harness/Container Real-X, size 05 ÷ 09 - The possibility of using with the Reserve Pilot Chute PV-028

1. CONCERNS: Harness/Container Real-X, size 05 ÷ 09
   (Type: OP-103/ PS-034 S or OP-103/ PS-034 U or OP-103/ PS-055).
   The possibility of using with the Reserve Pilot Chute PV-028.

2. REASON: Information for users.

3. PROCEEDING: In assembling with reserve parachute is possible to use Reserve Pilot Chute PV-028:
   - without automatic activation device (AAD);
   - with AAD (m2, CYPRES, VIGIL);

4. VALID: Since the date of issue.

5. ATTACHMENTS: -

6. DATE OF ISSUE: In Jevíčko, date 15.01.2013